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Where the deals were BY JENNIFER GOLDBERG

The Valley department-store landscape of 

today is dotted with names that are famil-

iar around the world: Macy’s, Nordstrom, 

Saks Fifth Avenue.

But in decades past, Phoenix shoppers patron-

ized businesses that bore the names of local mer-

chants, many of whom were Jewish immigrants 

who came to the Southwest seeking a bright  

future.

In the mid-20th century, three of the Valley’s 

prime shopping destinations were Diamond’s, 

Goldwaters and Korricks. These full-service de-

partment stores played a key role in Valley com-

merce for decades.
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Diamond’s
Brothers Nathan and Isaac Diamond’s 

New York Store was a success in El 
Paso, Texas, so when the merchants 
arrived in Phoenix in 1897 they planned 
to open another one, but there was one 
problem: There was already a New York 
Store here, opened by Sam Korrick, a 
former El Paso employee.

Looking for a similarly cosmopolitan 
name, Nathan named his new Phoenix 
business The Boston Store. Located at 
Second and Washington streets, the 
store was racking up about $1 million 
a year in sales in the 1920s, according 
to a 2006 Jewish News Time Capsule 
column by Ira Morton. The downtown 
location was the first of the major 
department stores to get air conditioning, in 1934.

A mid-century store directory lists departments 
such as a blouse bar, bakery, pharmacy, stationery, 
needlecraft, bridal salon, toys and men’s hats.

Nathan’s sons Harold and Bert, and Isaac’s sons 
Herbert and Ralph eventually joined the business, 
which was renamed Diamond’s in 1947 for its 50th an-
niversary. 

The business was sold twice in the 1950s and 
1960s, although the name was retained; eventually, 
Diamond’s had locations at Park Central Mall, Thomas 
Mall and Metrocenter in Phoenix, Tri-City Mall in Mesa 
and Scottsdale Fashion Square. In the 1980s, the com-
pany was sold again and Diamond’s stores became 
Dillard’s.  

The Diamond family was heavily involved in the 
Jewish community, and Harold, who died in 1973, in 
particular was a community leader for many years: 
“Harold was also president of the Herman Lewkowitz 
B’nai B’rith Lodge and chairman of the Jewish Welfare 
Fund. Of all the organizations he was involved with, 
Temple Beth Israel was closest to his heart. He was 
one of its founders, instrumental in moving the temple 
from its Culver Street location to Flower Street and in 
the hiring of Albert Plotkin as rabbi; he was also long-
time chairman of the cemetery committee and served 
two terms as president,” Morton wrote in his 2006 
column. 

Cl w s  r m p  Diamond’s Tri-City Mall location, 
courtesy of thedepartmentstoremuseum.blogspot.
com; Jewish News ad; Diamond’s Park Central loca-
tion, courtesy of Creative Commons/patricksmercy; 
Jewish News ad; Harold Diamond, courtesy of AZJHS




